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SPECIAL SECTION : HEALTHY EATING AND FITNESS

WORK
IT OUT
Exercise should be treated
like any other vital sign

BY DEBORAH S. HARTZ-SEELEY
Special to the Miami Herald

Exercise may be one of the most potent
prescriptions your doctor can give you to prevent and manage a number of diseases, including diabetes, heart disease, multiple sclerosis, obesity, cancer and osteoporosis.
And that’s why the American College of
Sports Medicine has collaborated with the
American Medical Association to create a global initiative called Exercise is Medicine (EIM).
It’s also why Anne Auguste, 55, of North Miami
Beach, and Timothy Soler, 39, of Miami, make
their way to the gym most days of the week to
take fitness classes and do weight training.
“Doctors who choose to participate in EIM
agree to treat exercise like any other vital sign,”
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IN SOLID SHAPE: Anne Auguste, above,
who works at Sylvester Comprehensive
Cancer Center, takes exercise classes
twice a day at the UHealth Fitness &
Wellness Center. Left, Timothy Soler
works out at the center with three
friends, starting at 4:15 a.m.

FITNESS

TECHNOLOGY

Here are 15 steps for getting
mind, body and soul in sync

Apps track foods,
fitness — even your
daily water supply

■ Exercise, nutrition and
brain fitness doesn’t have
to be difficult or
expensive. Follow these
steps to get on track for a
healthy 2015.

■ A variety of apps help users
with ways to lose weight, eat
nutritious meals and monitor all
of their exercise routines.

BY HOWARD COHEN
hcohen@MiamiHerald.com

As January slips into February those New Year’s resolutions, made some time
around the second or third
champagne toast, seem a long
lost promise.
But resolutions don’t have
to be cast aside — and given
that most usually revolve
around getting in shape, they
can be incorporated into our
daily lives without incurring
gym expenses or going on a
fad diet.
“People find it harder as
the year progresses, but there
are those who make things
happen,” says Dr. Smita
Bhandari, a board-certified
psychiatrist with Mount Sinai Medical Center in Miami
Beach.
Take walking as an exercise. “Walking is great for everybody who is able to walk,
obviously,” says Fabiola Yas-

BY CRYSTAL CHEW AND MATIAS OCNER
cchew@MiamiHerald.com

and the right pace for each
individual, you can make it a
challenging cardiovascular

To escape the tedious task of calorie
counting by pen and paper, Mike Lee, a
programmer who wanted to shed
some pounds for his beach wedding,
created the nutrition tracker,
MyFitnessPal.
Ten years later, MyFitnessPal has
helped 75 million users lose 180 million
pounds.
Among them is Andrea Ceballos, a
Zumba fitness instructor, who has lost
80 pounds thanks to her love for Zumba and the MyFitnessPal app on her
iPhone and iPad.
The South Miami resident, originally from the Dominican Republic, was
overweight when she moved to Miami
five years ago. Zumba helped her lose
some of the weight, but she needed
more.
“Every time I lost about 20 pounds I
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CHAIR SQUATS: Baptist Health South Florida Community
Exercise Instructor Faby Yasky shows five simple
exercises to help folks get healthy. Here, she shows
strength exercises by doing chair squats.
ky, community exercise instructor for Baptist Health
South Florida. Walking “is a
natural state of movement
and with the right technique

STRAVA: A GPS tracking app for
running and cycling activities,
the app shows users a map of
exactly where they went during
their workout and what they’ve
accomplished.
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COMMUNITY EXERCISE

Dance, bike, walk at hospital fitness programs
BY ALEXI C. CARDONA
acardona@MiamiHerald.com

Whether you like dancing, walking or want to stay
fit during your pregnancy,
hospitals across South Florida offer group fitness classes that cater to different ages, fitness levels and interests. All these classes are
open to the community, and
several of the classes are
free of charge.
CYCLING FOR
PARKINSON’S
Parkinson’s disease is a
progressive, degenerative
neurological disorder that
affects motor control and
can lead to tremors and slow
physical movement. Research from the Cleveland
Clinic has shown symptoms
are reduced when Parkinson’s patients ride a tandem
bicycle at 80 to 90 revolutions per minute.
In early January, the University of Miami Health System launched Cycling for
Parkinson’s, a 12-week pilot
program that uses stationary bikes to keep Parkinson’s patients active.
Brittany Dixson, a health
and fitness specialist at the
UHealth Fitness and Wellness Center, runs the Cycling for Parkinson’s program. She ran a similar program for Parkinson’s patients at the YMCA of
Central Florida.
The cycling program is
now open to Parkinson’s patients and their caregivers.
Dixson hopes the program
will expand to benefit more
patients.
“It’s not just that they’re
going to feel better physically, they’re going to see an improvement in their symptoms,” she said.
José Sanchez, 63, was diagnosed with Parkinson’s
about a year and a half ago.
His symptoms started with a
dragging feeling in his right
foot, then a tremble in his
right hand and trouble
sleeping.
“I felt like I had no control
over my body,” he said. “I
felt
distressed
and
depressed.”
Sanchez has kept his
symptoms under control by
being physically active, including working out in the
cycling program.
“It’s a fantastic program. I
want to do it for as long as I
can,” he said. “It helps with
coordination.”
The Cycling for Parkinson’s classes take place from
10 a.m. to 11 a.m. Tuesdays
and Thursdays. The classes
are free.
For information, contact
the UHealth Fitness and
Wellness Center at (305)
243-7600.
HOT YOGA
Is hot yoga safe? Does it
provide cardiovascular benefits to the body? Dr. Carlos
Zamora, director of the
sports cardiology program
at Mount Sinai Medical
Center, is working on a

WALTER MICHOT/MIAMI HERALD STAFF

1-2-3 DIP! From left, Ena Reid, Becky Fritchey, Alice Bullman and instructor Nancy Bernreuter do ‘dips’ at the Pembroke Lakes Mall.
The walkers do more than just walk during their early morning routine offered by Memorial Hospital West.

ROBERT MAYER/HOLY CROSS HOSPITAL

HEARTS PUMPING: Gayle Strogen, left, teaches Nia cardio dance at Holy Cross
Hospital. Barbara Gilbertson, right, has taken classes for about three years.
study to find out.
Zamora said a few of his
patients have asked if hot
yoga is safe.
Zamora is looking for 20
healthy people who have
never done hot yoga before
to participate in the study.
Participants must be 18 and
older. The hot yoga classes
will take place twice a week
for an hour and a half at the
Om’eychae Fitness and
Wellness Center in Hallandale Beach.
Before the study begins,
Zamora will take participants’ baseline measures, including blood pressure,
weight and heart rate. Participants will have sensors
attached to one finger on
each hand, and a machine
will measure their vascular
function. The study lasts 16
weeks.
Zamora doesn’t expect to
see dramatic changes, but he
said hot yoga could potentially lower blood pressure
and improve blood circula-

tion.
“If we do see changes,
then we’ll have other studies to pinpoint exact mechanism,” he said. “I just want to
make sure it’s safe, that it
doesn’t do the opposite of
what we want, and then
evaluate if patients with hypertension can get an extra
benefit.”
For more information on
the study, contact the research office at 305-674-2162.
MALL WALKERS
PROGRAM
One loop around the
Pembroke Lakes Mall is an
approximately two-mile
walk. Grab a resistance band
for strength training and
you’ve got a complete workout in a place that can be
more fun than the gym.
Memorial Hospital West
has offered a mall walking
program for more than 15
years. Baptist Health also offers several walking programs, including groups
that meet from 9 a.m. to 10
a.m. Monday, Wednesday
and Friday at Dadeland Mall
in Kendall and Coral Square
Mall in Coral Springs. For
those who prefer evening
hours, walkers meet at West
Kendall Baptist Hospital
from 6 to 7 p.m. Tuesdays
and Thursdays.
Memorial’s started as an
“outreach program to get seniors to exercise and have a
social aspect to their exercise in a protected, air-conditioned environment,” said
Dr. Rob Herzog, director of
fitness and sports medicine
at Memorial.
The program has evolved
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MOVING: Dadeland Mall Walkers walk three times a
week in free program conducted by Baptist Health.

ness class that incorporates
dance, martial arts and healing arts. Participants dance
to eclectic music on bare
feet. The choreography is
based on 52 moves that exercise every joint and muscle
group in the body.
Barbara Gilbertson of
Fort Lauderdale has been
taking Nia classes for about
three years. She started taking the class in Pompano,
but switched when she
heard they were being offered at Holy Cross Hospital
in Fort Lauderdale.
“When I wake up, I feel a
little stiff,” she said. “This
class is low-impact, but you
sweat and get your heart
rate up. It makes you feel
good and you’re ready to
start the day.”
Gayle Strogen, a fitness
instructor, teaches Nia at
Holy Cross Hospital. She
guides participants through
exercises for everything —
flexibility, cardiovascular
health, agility, strength and
stability.
“It’s a healthy and
thoughtful form of exercise,” Strogen said. “The
moves are expressive and
fluid. It’s not heavily choreographed. The primary
points of Nia are sensation
and the joy of movement.”
The class ranges from
martial arts to jazz dancing
to yoga.
“It’s fun, and you dance
and exercise to good music,”
Gilbertson said.
The class is offered at 10
a.m. Wednesdays at the ZaNIA CARDIO DANCE
cariah Family Wellness PaCLASS
vilion at Holy Cross HospiNia is a cardio group fit- tal, 4725 N. Federal Hwy.,
Fort Lauderdale. The class
costs $5 for members of the
wellness pavilion and $10 for
nonmembers.
For more information,
contact the Zacariah Family
Wellness Pavilion at
954-229-7950.

recently to include strength
and flexibility training. Herzog said the fitness trainers
started paying special attention to how participants in
the mall walk program were
advancing, and they noticed
a need for more than cardiovascular exercise.
“The first thing to go is
strength and flexibility, and
then it only gets worse,”
Herzog said. “We focus on
flexibility and strength, especially in the lower body.
That’s the limiting factor in
a lot of seniors.”
The program’s objective
is to give seniors confidence
in their physical abilities so
they can live independently.
“The problem is that we
think we’re doing ourselves
a favor by not using normal
muscles and moving slowly,” Herzog said. “We want
to get them moving more,
working on flexibility and
hip strength more. They
notice they start to feel more
comfortable and regain
strength, balance and
confidence.”
Mall Walkers isn’t just for
seniors. People of all ages
are welcome. The program
is free of charge and takes
place from 8 a.m. to 10 a.m.
Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays.
For more information,
contact the Memorial Hospital West Fitness Center at
954-844-7125 or Baptist
Health at CommunityExercise@BaptistHealth.net or
call 786-467-5680.

PRENATAL YOGA
Carolina Sanchez had her
first baby in early December
2014. She participated in
Baptist Hospital’s prenatal
yoga classes since she was
eight weeks’ pregnant
“My doctor suggested I
try prenatal yoga for exercise,” she said. “I wanted to
do something relaxing during my pregnancy and to
meet other mothers.”

Marit Zadrozny, a yoga
instructor with Baptist
Health’s Community Exercise Program, leads the prenatal yoga classes. She focuses on the mother’s overall well being during pregnancy and on preparing for
labor.
“The first element I always address about well being is awareness,” she said.
“We work on awareness of
body so they don’t hurt
themselves taking care of
the baby.”
Zadrozny works on flexibility and strength for different parts of the body, like
strengthening the shoulders
and back to prepare for carrying a baby and working on
hip flexibility to prepare for
labor. She also does breathing exercises.
Zadrozny’s yoga class is
comprehensive, which
means expectant mothers
can take the class at any
point during their pregnancy.
“I fine-tune the program
to not be a hindrance in any
stage of pregnancy,” Zadrozny said. “You can come the
first day of pregnancy or the
last day. It’s gentle, but they
leave the class feeling good.”
Classes are held at 9:30
a.m. Saturday mornings at
the Victor E. Clarke Education Center at South Miami
Hospital. The classes are free
of charge. Call 786-467-5680.
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DIET

Nutritionists offer views on the values of a vegan lifestyle
BY ELLEN KANNER
Special to the Miami Herald

Miami event promoter
Allison Burgos lost 60
pounds, got off four medications for rheumatoid arthritis and got rid of her wheelchair. She credits it all to
switching to a vegan diet.
Burgos and her partner Michelle Gaber were so happy,
they threw a party this fall,
Miami’s first vegan bash,
Seed Food and Wine
Festival.
A vegan diet is “completely meatless. It’s a purely plant-based way of eating,” says Cathy ClarkReyes, registered dietitian
with Baptist Health Primary
Care. It worked for Burgos.
Vegan celebrities include
President Bill Clinton, Samuel L. Jackson, Ellen DeGeneres and Paul McCartney. But how do nutritionists view it?
• “The first question,
how do you get your protein?” John Lewis laughs.
Associate professor at the
University of Miami Miller
School of Medicine, Lewis
has a Ph.D in educational
and psychological studies. A
former athlete and competitive body builder, he’s been
vegan for 18 years. There’s
plenty of protein in plantbased foods, he says — especially beans (lentils have 18
grams per cup), whole soy
products like tempeh and
tofu, whole grains and nuts
and seeds. Even vegetables,
including broccoli, contain
protein. What they don’t
contain — cholesterol.
• Got kale? Calcium, an
essential nutrient, isn’t just
in dairy. There’s just as
much calcium in beans,
leafy greens (collards have
over 350 milligrams per
cup), nuts, seeds and whole
soy products.
• Plant-based food also
contains something animal protein does not — fiber. “It’s important to eat
high fiber,” says Monique
Biddle, registered dietician
and certified diabetes educator at Memorial Regional
Hospital’s Diabetes and Nutrition Center. “When a diabetic eats high-fiber food —
vegetables, legumes — they
don’t have blood sugar
spikes.” Indeed, a 2007
study published in Diabetes
Care, the journal of the
American Diabetes Association, reported patients
with diabetes lowered their
glucose levels on a vegan
diet. A 2011 Adventist study
shows vegans have a 60 percent lower risk of developing diabetes than omnivores.
• A 2009 study in the
American Journal of Clinical Nutrition showed people following a vegan diet
tend to be thinner, have lower total and LDL cholesterol,
and modestly lower blood
pressure compared to all
other groups tested, including lacto-ovo vegetarians
(those who eat dairy and
eggs).
• Eating red meat and
processed meats like hot
dogs and sausage ups your
risk of mortality by 30 percent, according to a study by
the National Cancer
Institute.
• One egg contains 183
milligrams cholesterol —
practically your whole day’s
RDA. While eating eggs
doesn’t seem to raise people’s cholesterol, daily egg
consumption has been
linked to increased risk for
Type 2 Diabetes, according
to the American Journal of
Clinical Nutrition.
• B-12 — The one essential nutrient elusive in a vegan diet. It’s available in fortified nondairy milks like almond milk and hemp milk
and in some brands of nutritional yeast. A yellow flaky
powder, nutritional yeast also has the bonus of a cheesy
flavor, and is a favorite ingredient in many vegan
recipes.
“Make sure you’re meeting your nutrient needs,”
says Clark-Reyes, 2005
Greater Miami Dietician of
the Year. “Plan correctly. A
lot of people like to call
themselves vegan, they stay
away from meat but eat
Cheetos. They don’t have
the slightest thought about
how their meals are going to
be planned.”
Lewis, who gave a 2013
TEDx Miami talk about the

link between food and wellness, agrees. “We fail miserably promoting the value of
nutrition, exercise and
health,” he says.
“If you don’t take care of
you body today, your body
is not going to take care of
you later.”
Wanting to take care of
her body — and take charge
of her health — was enough
to get a skeptical Burgos to

try a vegan diet. “Living on a
vegan diet really changes
everything,” she says. “And
the numbers don’t lie. My
inflammation rate went
from 100 (which is very
high) to 20, which is remission. My cholesterol and
glucose levels went down,
as well. I wake up feeling
great.”
The challenge both Reyes
and Biddle see is whether

patients can incorporate a
vegan diet — often a drastic
change from what they’ve
been eating — into their
hectic lives. Lewis has some
advice — buy a blender. He
starts every day with a
smoothie made with leafy
green vegetables, fruit, nuts
and seeds. “It’s the healthiest meal you’ll ever make
and it takes 10 minutes.”
Like Burgos, Lewis is a ve-

gan true believer. ClarkReyes remains unconvinced. “I don’t see the need
of being 100 percent vegan. I
like the term flexitarian, to
be honest,” she says. “Eat
more of a plant-based diet,
but people can still have
their meat.”
Biddle, though, is intrigued by what a vegan diet
might mean to her diabetic
and pre-diabetic patients.

“We try to promote lower
glycemic index food, high fiber food, less animal fat.
We’re trying to help patients
control all their lipid levels.
A vegan diet would help the
patient in everything.” Biddle pauses. “Maybe I need to
promote patients to be more
vegan.”
Ellen Kanner writes the
Edgy Veggie column for The
Miami Herald’s food section.
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CHRONIC DISEASES

Cancer prevention: Eat more plants, less meat
BY JULIE LANDRY LAVIOLETTE
Special to the Miami Herald

There’s a reason doctors
tell you to lay off the sugar,
eat more veggies and get
your butt off the sofa — because a healthy diet and exercise will help prevent
chronic illness like heart
disease, diabetes and cancer.
And there’s science behind it, much of it leading
back to one of America’s
heaviest issues: weight. It
turns out that your lifestyle
choices, what you put in
your plate and how often
you get moving, really does
matter in how your body
fights illness.
“All these chronic diseases are linked to lifestyle. All
the doctors are saying the
same thing. Yet, people
don’t do it,” said Dr. Grace
Wang, an oncologist at the
Miami Cancer Center at
Baptist Hospital. She said
she tries to teach patients
about smarter choices to improve health.
“One of the main things is
we want to prevent obesity,”
Wang said. “At the latest ASCO [American Society of
Clinical Oncology] meeting,
they were telling us that
obesity may be the new tobacco. Obesity is the next
most preventable lifestyle
change that can decrease
your risk of cancer.”
According to ASCO,
obesity is related to more
than 40,000 cancer diagnoses each year.
The American Cancer
Society and the American
Institute for Cancer Research’s guidelines for cancer prevention include
maintaining a healthy body
weight, avoiding alcohol
and tobacco and eating a variety of fruits and veggies.
“Basically, the American
diet sucks,” said Lesley
Klein, a dietician and medical oncology nutrition specialist at the University of
Miami’s Sylvester Comprehensive Cancer Society.
“The No. 1 killer is heart disease, and the second is can-

When to go
organic
DANIEL BOCK/FOR THE MIAMI HERALD

ANTI-INFLAMMATORY DIET: Lesley Klein, a dietitian with the Sylvester Comprehensive Cancer Center at the
University of Miami Miller School of Medicine, prepares a salad at the medical center in Allapattah.
cer — and they’ve both been
linked with our diet.”
The American Institute
for Cancer Research advocates the New American
Plate — two-thirds plant
food, and one-third animal.

“The reason is because
we know that inflammation
is an intricate component to
lots of chronic conditions,
including diabetes, obesity,
heart disease and cancer,”
Klein said. “And what causes

inflammation most is processed, sugary food and animal protein.”
Some people think that
because sugar causes inflammation and it’s a carbohydrate, all carbs must be
bad, Klein said, but that’s
not true. “You need carbs
because that’s the preferred
source of energy for your
body,” she said. “It’s about
making better choices more
often.”
Klein recommends an anti-inflammatory meal plan
to patients. That means five
to six servings of non-starchy vegetables like carrots,
string beans, broccoli and
cauliflower per day. The
fruit should make up a
smaller piece of the pie, up
to three servings a day, because they contain more sugar. For starchy vegetables,
like butternut squash, sweet
potatoes, plantains and corn
—because the starch is digested into sugar — eat no
more than two servings a
day, Klein said.
When it comes to grains,
steer away from white
breads and pasta, and have
up to two servings a day of
whole grains like steel cut
oats, quinoa, brown rice and
multigrain breads. Legumes
like beans and lentils offer
the building blocks of protein without the inflammation of animal protein.
Portion control, moderation and paying attention to
how you eat are key, Wang
said.
“I don’t think we should
tell people they can’t have
any sugar. I think we should
not go to extremes,” she
said. “But if you’re going to
have sugar, have it at the end
of the meal so less will be
absorbed.”
Klein said it’s best not to
eat carbs alone, because the
inflammation comes from
the spike in your blood sugar. “If you eat just the carb,
your sugar spikes, then the
insulin comes in, then your
sugar drops. It’s lots of ups
and downs,” she said.
Aim to eat a variety of colors every day, Klein said. “I
call it my rainbow,” she said.
“I tell patients food has different colors because of the
nutrients in them.”
Blue and purple foods like
blueberries, blackberries,
eggplant, purple onions,
grapes and plums have antioxidants to help fight
against cancer, are anti-inflammatory and are good for
cognition. Red foods like
kidney beans, apples, cher-

ries, tomatoes and radishes
have antioxidants that can
help fight against cancer, are
anti-inflammatory and are
great for the immune
system.
“When you look at guidelines for cancer prevention,
it’s really about getting
down to that ideal body
weight, eating less animal
protein and more plant
foods,” Klein said.
Organic foods are preferable, but can get expensive,
so Klein offers these guidelines — buy organic animal
proteins, and follow the
Dirty Dozen and Clean Fifteen (see box) — if you are
on a budget.
Avoid nitrates, which
have been linked to digestive cancers, Klein said. Stay
away from genetically modified organisms, or GMOs,
and processed foods. Wang
said to watch how you grill
foods, because charring fatty foods over charcoal can
cause carcinogens that contribute to cancer.
When it comes to cocktail
hour, practice moderation,
Wang said. “Alcohol increases the risk of breast cancer,
the most common cancer in
women,” she said. The
American Cancer Society
advises no more than one
drink a day for women, and
two for men.
If you want to feel better
and look better, increasing
physical activity offers a
multitude of benefits, Wang
said. “Exercise decreases estrogen levels, decreases inflammation and improves
the immune system. It lowers the risk of diabetes, hypertension, decreases triglycerides — the bad cholesterol, helps you sleep, helps
with anxiety and is a mild
antidepressant.”
According to the National
Cancer Institute, people
who exercise regularly have
to a 40 to 50 percent lower
risk of colon cancer. Women
who exercise for more than
three hours a week have a 30
to 40 percent lower risk of
breast cancer. Active women have a 38 to 48 percent
reduced risk of uterine
cancer.
Dawn Broksch, director
of the Memorial Rehabilitation Institute at Memorial
Regional Hospital in Hollywood, said there are no magic exercises that will prevent
cancer, but people looking
to improve health should
use cardiovascular exercises
like the treadmill, ellipitical
machine, walking, running

If you want to incorporate organic produce into
your diet, here’s a good
place to start. Here are
the Environmental Working Group’s Dirty Dozen,
the produce with the
highest amounts of pesticides, and Clean 15, which
has the lowest.

Dirty dozen
Celery, peaches, strawberries, apples, blueberries, nectarines, bell
peppers, spinach, cherries, kale/collard greens,
potatoes and imported
grapes.

Clean 15
Onions, avocado, sweet
corn, pineapple, mangoes, sweet peas, asparagus, kiwi, cabbage, eggplant, cantaloupe, watermelon, grapefruit, sweet
potato and honeydew
melon.

or swimming.
“If they are just starting
out, people may be able to
do just 10 minutes of an aerobic exercise,” Broksch said.
“If they can do it five to six
days a week, that would be
great. The more conditioned they become, and the
harder you can work at the
exercise, the less frequently
you have to do it, because
you’re getting more of a benefit from the exercise itself.”
Research shows it is most
beneficial to get up to your
target heart rate three to five
days a week, she said.
Wang said if you are overweight, start with walking.
Think slow and steady.
“People try to lose weight
with exercise, but I think it’s
mostly the healthy eating
that will get them to lose
weight, especially if they are
obese,” Wang said.
Strength training, using
weights, resistance bands or
exercise balls, helps make
bones and muscles stronger,
Broksch said. “Start slow,
because you can hurt yourself if you do too much
weight too quickly.”
Wang said it’s easy for
people to find an excuse not
to exercise. Overcome the
barriers, she said. If time is
tight, schedule your exercises. Stay motivated by exercising with a friend. Swap
baby-sitting duties with another parent if you need
someone to watch the kids.
If you find exercise is boring, find something active
and fun.
“It’s really adapting that
healthy lifestyle. That’s the
key to preventing any type
of disease,” Broksch said.
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CARDIOVASCULAR HEALTH

Know numbers: Blood
pressure, blood sugar
and cholesterol matter
BY LOLA DUFFORT
Lola.Duffort@gmail.com

Along with eating right
and exercise, knowing your
numbers is a crucial part of
managing your heart health
correctly.
Below, Dr. Theodore Feldman, a cardiologist at West
Kendall Baptist Hospital and
the medical director of the
Healthy Hub at West Kendall, takes us through the
ABCs of cardiovascular
health.
BLOOD PRESSURE
Why it’s important to
keep track: High blood
pressure, or hypertension,
negatively impacts the heart
in three major ways: It
makes the heart work harder, it accelerates the buildup of plaque in the arteries,
and it can create imbalances
between the supply and demand of oxygen to and from
the heart. A leading cause of
heart failure, kidney disease
and stroke, hypertension is
also typically completely
asymptomatic, making it a
“silent killer,” according to
Feldman. Consistently low
blood pressure can also indicate a problem, but only if
accompanied by symptoms
like fatigue, nausea, dizziness or fainting and blurred
vision.
What the numbers
mean: Measured in milliliters of mercury (mm Hg)
blood pressure readings are
rendered as a fraction. The
top number, also the higher
number, represents systolic
blood pressure – the pressure when the heart is contracted. The bottom number
represents diastolic blood
pressure – the pressure in
the arteries when the heart is
relaxed. Systolic blood pressure usually fluctuates the
most.
Ranges: Healthy systolic
readings are below 120 mm
Hg; healthy diastolic readings
are below 80 mm Hg. Pre-hypertensive systolic readings
are 120 – 139 mm Hg; pre-hypertensive diastolic readings
are 80 – 89 mm Hg. Systolic
readings of 140 – 159 mm Hg
and diastolic readings between 90 – 99 mm Hg represent Stage 1hypertension; systolic readings above 160 mm
Hg and diastolic readings
above 100 mm Hg represent
Stage 2 hypertension. Both
Stage 1and Stage 2 will require
lifestyle changes, and possibly drug therapy.
If you get a systolic reading
of 180 mm Hg or higher or a
diastolic reading of 110 mm Hg
or higher, wait a few minutes
and re-test yourself. If your
readings remain high, seek
immediate medical attention
for a hypertensive crisis.
Since blood pressure rises
with age, one panel in 2013
recommended pushing the
threshold for action on systolic readings from 140 mm Hg to
150 mm Hg, but the new
guidelines have been controversial among experts.
How often you should
check it: At least once a
year. Feldman also reminds
us that with blood pressure
fluctuating throughout the
day, especially in response
to stressful situations, “one
reading does not make a diagnosis.” He recommends
that those getting high readings repeat the test at home –
a home monitor is a good investment, he said – or in
pharmacies or a fire station,
which may be less stressful
than a doctor’s office. In general, people with hypertension should be checking
their blood pressure on a
regular basis, and noting the
results to consult with their
physician later.
BLOOD SUGAR
Why it’s important to
keep track: Diabetes —
which can be prevented in
about 90 percent of cases, by
getting blood sugar down —
puts you at an equivalent
risk of having a heart attack
in the next seven years as
somebody who has had a
heart attack, Feldman said.
Elevated blood sugar requires the body to create
more insulin, which in turn

/

CHECKING MARKERS: Julie Fanfan, R.N., left, assists
Helene Frankel at West Kendall Baptist Hospital.
is considered normal; 25-29.9
is considered overweight; 30
and above is considered
To get these tests in 15
obese. The obese category
minutes for free from a
itself is subdivided into three
health care professional,
sets: BMIs of 30-34.6 indiyou can visit the Healthy
cate mild obesity, BMIs of
Hub in the main lobby of
35-39.9 indicate moderate
West Kendall’s Baptist
obesity and BMIs above 40
Hospital, 9555 SW 162nd
indicate morbid obesity.
Ave. For information on
For waist circumference,
the Healthy Hub, call
women are recommended
786-467-3030.
to stay below 35 inches, and
men below 40 inches.
How often you should
check it: Weight should be
accelerates the development monitored on an ongoing
of plaque in the arteries — basis, at least several times
thereby increasing the risk yearly.
for heart attack and stroke.
Abnormally low blood su- CHOLESTEROL
What the numbers
gar, or hypoglycemia, can be
a problem too, especially for mean: A cholesterol test
diabetics, and in the worst will usually include a meacases, can lead to seizure, co- surement of your “bad” cholesterol — that’s low-density
ma or death.
What the numbers lipoproteins, or LDL cholesmean: They represent the terol; a measurement of your
amount of glucose, mea- “good” cholesterol — that’s
sured in milliliters per decili- high-density lipoproteins, or
HDL cholesterol; and a meater (mg/dL) in your blood.
Ranges: When fasting surement of your triglyce(no food for eight hours), rides, a type of fat. Your total
normal blood sugar levels cholesterol count is your
are 70 – 99 mg/dL; pre-dia- HDL, plus your LDL, plus 20
betic blood sugar levels are percent of your triglyce100 – 125 mg/dL; and sugar rides. In the U.S., cholesterol
levels of 126 mg/dL indicate is measured in milliliters per
deciliter (mg/dL) of blood.
diabetes.
Why it’s important to
How often you should
check it: At least once by track it: LDL cholesterol is
the time you’re 30, and at the “basic building block,” of
least once every two to three plaque in the arteries, which
years after that if your num- can directly cause strokes or
bers stay within healthy a heart attack. HDL cholesranges. After 40, if within terol helps clear the arteries
healthy ranges, yearly. If pre- of LDL cholesterol.
High triglycerides by
diabetic, regularly, as directed by your physician; if dia- themselves don’t appear to
betic, daily or several times put people at higher risk for
daily, as directed by your heart disease (although they
can put the pancreas at risk),
physician.
but for those with elevated
BODY MASS INDEX
levels of LDL cholesterol or
(BMI) AND WAIST
low HDL cholesterol, the
CIRCUMFERENCE
risk for heart disease is made
Why it’s important to even worse with a high tritrack it: There is marked glyceride count, said
correlation between excess Feldman.
Ranges: Desirable levels
weight and heart disease,
and although the relation- of LDL cholesterol vary deship between the two isn’t pending on how at risk you
completely clear, excess are already of developing
weight usually indicates ele- heart disease. For those at a
vated levels of cholesterol very high risk for heart disand triglycerides. New stud- ease, LDL levels below 70
ies also suggest that fat cells mg/dL are desirable, for
— especially from the fat those at moderate risk, LDL
around your midsection — levels below 100 mg/dL are
might accelerate the devel- recommended. For those
opment of plaque in the without any risk factors, the
100-129 mg/dL range is
arteries.
What the numbers healthy. LDL levels of 130-159
mean: Your BMI is “no mg/dL are considered bormagic number,” said Feld- derline high, levels of 160-189
man. It’s a measure of your mg/dL are considered high
weight in relation to your and levels above 190 mg/dL
height. You can plug in your are considered very high.
Desirable levels of HDL
height and weight in any
number of BMI calculators cholesterol vary depending
online, or do it yourself: di- on sex. Poor levels for men
vide your weight in kilo- are below 40 mg/dL, for wograms by your height in me- men below 50 mg/dL. Better
levels for men are 40-49 mg/
ters squared.
A disclaimer: BMI doesn’t dL, for women, 50-59 mg/dL.
take into account things like Ideal levels for both are at 60
bone or muscle mass. So mg/dL and above.
Optimal triglyceride levwhile people in the obese
category — especially in the els are 100 mg/dL and below,
upper sets — are definitely although levels below 150
at an increased risk for heart mg/dL are considered good.
disease, there’s no clear evi- Levels of 150-199 mg/dL are
dence, said Feldman, that borderline high, 200-499
those technically in the mg/dL is high, and levels
“overweight’’ category are at above 500 mg/dL are very
an increased risk for cardio- high.
How often should you
vascular problems. BMIs also don’t apply to pregnant get checked out: If your
numbers are good, and
women.
Waist circumference is of- you’re not at risk for heart
ten considered a good com- disease, the American Heart
plement to BMIs. To mea- Association recommends
sure, put a tape measurer getting checked out every
around your waist, at the four to six years. If your
level of your bellybutton. numbers are elevated or you
are at risk for heart disease,
Don’t hold your breath.
Ranges: For BMIs, any- more regularly, as deterthing below 18.5 is consid- mined by your health care
ered underweight; 18.5-24.9 provider.

Resources
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FIGHTING CHILDHOOD OBESITY

Hospitals, parks help kids get on healthier track
BY REBECA PICCARDO
rpiccardo@MiamiHerald.com

Doctors say it isn’t rare anymore to diagnose a 4-year-old patient as obese.
“It is a huge issue these days,”
said Dr. Patricia Feito, a Baptist
Health primary care physician.
“It is important to help parents
determine if their child is at risk.”
The increased use of computers, tablets and other screens for
homework and leisure time have
contributed to a sedentary lifestyle for children. As such, childhood obesity has more than doubled in children and quadrupled
in adolescents over the past 30
years, according to the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention.
“Parents have a lot to do with
it,” said Feito, adding parents
need to set a good example during
meal times, limit the time spent
on screens and ensure their children are active through sports or
activities such as dance.
Across South Florida, there are
a wide array of kids’ fitness programs to get your child on track
for a healthier life:
The Dave and Mary Alper
Jewish Community Center in
Kendall offers an eight-week fitness program called Team Fit in
partnership with United Way and
Baptist Health Systems. The program focuses on helping children
ages 8 to 12 who are screened as
overweight or at risk of becoming
overweight.
Kids are divided into groups
with a trainer to do age-appropriate exercises and games for an
hour twice a week and for two
hours on Saturdays. At least one
parent must be at the session, and
the center encourages families to
participate and get fit together.
“Being part of an organized
program improves their motor
skills, social skills and promotes
weight loss,” said Feito, adding
that kids should be involved in
sports or activities outside of
their school’s physical education.
“It all starts with play.”
Alper JCC also offers one-onone personal training session for
teens ages 13 to 15 to learn about
personal fitness goals and gym
etiquette.
Miami Children's Hospital
offers a 10-week wellness program called Healthy Chicas,
geared toward mothers and teenage girls to exercise and get nutritional counseling together.
Dr. Maria Demma Cabral, a fellow in adolescent medicine at
Miami Children’s, helps identify
patients who qualify for the program and oversees their progress.
Cabral tracks the patient’s
Body Mass Index, a number calculated from a person’s weight
and height, to determine when a
patient is underweight, healthy
weight or overweight.
Patients who need to get their
body weight under control, have
high cholesterol or blood pressure are ideal candidates for the
program.
“We follow up with them up to
six months after [finishing the
program],” Cabral said. “We see if
they were able to [keep off the
weight].”
Each week, kids and parents
enrolled in the program spend an
hour doing different types of
physical activity, including salsa,
belly dancing and yoga — anything to keep the heart rate up and
boost metabolism.
Registered dietician Jennifer
Caceres teaches participants
about nutrition, hosts cooking
demos and takes them on a field
trip to the grocery store to learn
about healthy, inexpensive alternatives to some foods.
For example, buying pre-cut
fruits is more expensive than buying the fruit whole and slicing it at
home.
“You don’t need to buy expensive foods to be healthy or get a
gym membership to be physically
active,” Caceres said.
Kimberly Arzu, 17, completed
the program with her mom, Ruth,
in September. She said she enjoyed the trip to the grocery store,
as it made her more conscious
about the food she buys.
“I used to always get Frosted
Flakes, but now I’ll opt for plain
Cheerios,” Kimberly said.
The Healthy Chicas program
had its pilot run in 2012 and its
fourth group graduated in September. Cabral said they might
have another 10-week run with a
new group before June.
Ashley Ramos, 17, participated
with her mom over the summer.
“I lost about seven pounds in
the program, about five pounds
since then,” said Ashley. “I want
to be pretty for prom.”
Her mom, Olimpia Ramos, is
thrilled with the physical and
emotional progress she sees in
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SHOOTING HOOPS: Kids participate in the Fit2Play after-school program at the North Trail Park Community Center in northwest
Miami-Dade earlier this month.
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AFTER SCHOOL: Dylan Gonzalez, 7, and Alexander Rodriguez
race after the ball at a Fit2Play program at North Trail Park.
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ON TRACK: Olimpia Ramos, left, and daughter Ashley
completed Healthy Chicas at Miami Children’s Hospital.
her daughter.
“She has good confidence,” Ramos said. “She was able to gain
something I didn’t know she was
missing.”
The Miami-Dade County
Parks, Recreation and Open
Spaces offers an after-school
program called Fit2Play at 41
parks in the county. The program
serves as a childhood obesity
prevention program, and anyone
is eligible to apply.
The parks department collaborates with the Department of
Pediatrics at the University of
Miami Health System; doctors

collect data from kids and track
the health benefits of the
program.
Dr. Sarah Messiah from
UHealth says she measures each
child’s BMI and blood pressure
throughout the school year. In
five years of conducting the
study, Messiah has tracked how
overweight and obese children
are losing weight and have improved their blood pressure
numbers.
Like other after-school programs, Fit2Play offers homework
time and snack time, but the curriculum is based on staying active

most of the time.
“We play non-elimination
games,” said Caleb Coppock,
health and wellness specialist for
the parks department. “The goal
is to stay active for as long as
possible.”
Kids are exposed to different
games and sports — capture the
flag, kickball, flag football, soccer,
tennis, golf. The program is available for kids ages 6 and up and it
costs $25 to $35 a week, although
the county offers fee reductions
depending on the family income.
There are about 1,400 kids enrolled in the program this year.
Katiana Rodriguez, 10, and her
brother Alexander, 9, joined the
Fit2Play program at the North
Trail Park in northwest MiamiDade last year.
“We learn about exercise and
stuff,” said Alexander, still redfaced from playing soccer
outdoors.
“I love it.”

Resources
Dave and Mary Alper Jewish Community Center, 11155
SW 112th Ave., offers the Team
Fit program for kids, ages 8 to
12, screened as overweight or
at risk of becoming overweight. The Intro to Fitness
program is for ages 13 to 15.
Contact Meg McCarthy at
305.271.9000 or e-mail
Meg@alperjcc.org.
● The Fit2Play program is
in session until June 4, from 2
p.m. to 6 p.m. weekdays at 41
Miami-Dade parks. Visit Miami-Dade County Parks, Recreation and Open Spaces at
http://www.miamidade.gov/
parks/ or call 3-1-1.
● Healthy Chicas at Miami
Children’s Hospital:
305-668-5525.
●
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WORKPLACE HEALTH

Standing while working boosts posture, health
BY JULIE KAY
Special to the Miami Herald

When Fort Lauderdale
lawyer Chuck Lichtman was
walking with his wife in
their suburban neighborhood one recent evening, he
spotted a man close to his
age walking in a hunched
position.
“That won’t be me,” Lichtman said to his wife. With
the realization he is turning
60 this year, Lichtman, a
partner at Berger Singerman, took several steps to
improve his posture, including buying a stand-up desk.
Now, instead of spending
his long workdays reading
and writing briefs, taking
phone calls and participating in long conference calls
while sitting bellied up to his
desk in a chair, Lichtman is
standing all day doing his
work in comfortable shoes.
“I’m trying to be mindful
about my body,” said Lichtman, 59. “It helps my posture. I’m glad I did it.”
While people have been
working standing since the
days of devotee Leonardo
Da Vinci, standing desks are
a relatively recent phenomenon in the modern-day
workplace, gaining popularity only in the past few years.
Now, increasing numbers of
medical studies are finding
that sitting for prolonged periods — 5 1⁄2 hours or more
— leads to a variety of health
conditions, including obesity, diabetes, heart conditions, back pain, even cancer. Doctors have even
dubbed the condition “sitting disease,” while others
dub it “work potato,” a play
on the couch potato phrase.
“Research has shown that
by standing or changing position throughout the day
and adding that activity in
your day, that it counters the
negative or deleterious effects of sitting,” said Dr. Ronald Tolchin, a physiatrist at
Baptist Center for Spine
Care in Miami. “People have
the misconception they can

sit all day and then go work
out and be fine, but research
has shown that is not the
case and by interjecting periods of standing, pacing,
getting up from the desk is
really the way to go.”
Doctors don’t necessarily
recommend standing for 100
percent of the work day, but
rather moving, shifting,
walking, and even, for short
periods of time, sitting.
That’s because standing
nonstop can lead to other
medical problems—knee
and joint pain, for one. They
also caution to use either a
gel mat under their feet or
wear comfortable shoes.
Standing and moving
throughout the workday can
burn somewhere between
300 and 500 calories a day,
experts say, as well as improve the posture, eliminate
back pain and even prolong
life span. The only patients
Tolchin does not recommend use standing desks are
older patients with major arthritic changes to knees, hips
or ankles.
Responding to the demand, more and more companies such as Relax the
Back are selling standing
desks, which range in price
from $150 to $1,600 for the
top-of-the-line model. Some
models are basic, fitting to
the existing desks with the
ability to be raised or lowered, while others come
equipped with treadmills or
bikes (for some athletes
forced to take sedentary
jobs, it appears standing
alone is not enough — they
want to actually get aerobic
exercise while taking calls,
writing emails and leading
conference calls).
Lawyer Marla Neufeld is
another standing desk devotee. The 32-year-old lawyer
and mother of infant twins
got her standing desk a year
ago, after seeing one in the
SkyMall magazine on a
flight. “I thought it was a joke
at first,” said Neufeld, who
works at Greenspoon Mar-

See who has
used a
stand-up
desk
Leonardo Da Vinci, artist
Ernest Hemingway, author
Virginia Woolf, author
Thomas Wolfe, author
Vladimir Nabokov, author
Thomas Jefferson, third
U.S. president
Donald Rumsfeld, former
U.S. Defense Secretary
Charles Dickens, author
Michael Dell, businessman
Benjamin Franklin, U.S.
founding father, author,
inventor

UPRIGHT ALL RIGHT: John Shannon is an exercise
physiologist at Memorial Healthcare Systems.
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STANDING DESK DEVOTEE: Marla Neufeld, with
Greenspoon Marder Law, chats with coworkers.
der in Fort Lauderdale.
Neufeld started researching standing desks and discovered they first became
popular in California and
that Leonardo Da Vinci, Ben
Franklin, Winston Churcill
and Vladimir Nabokov were
among the early users. “I’m
not painting the Mona Lisa,
but maybe it will inspire creative legal work,” Neufeld

cracked.
She found an adjustable
desk on Amazon and ponied
up the $300 to $400 out of
her own pocket, unsure if
she would like it. She has
been using it ever since. Unlike Lichtman, Neufeld does
the stand-up thing half the
day, keeping comfortable
shoes under her desk to
wear. She says people walk-

ing by her all-glass office often stop dead in their tracks
while watching her standing
and working.
Neufeld said she underwent a transitional period
before becoming comfortable with the standing desk
— something most newcomers to the desk complain
about.
“I had to learn to shift my
weight a lot,” she said. “It
was kind of hard to stand up
at first. I learned I can’t stand
in heels. I found it’s not good
to do either — sitting or
standing — too long.”
Lichtman, too, found the
experience took some getting used to.
“I was tired at first, and my
legs were stiff,” he said, adding, “but it wasn’t a long
adjustment.”
Since she adopted the
standing desk, Neufeld has
persuaded both her father,
fellow attorney Barry Somerstein, and husband, personal injury lawyer Jason
Neufeld, to make the switch.
She revels in the improvements to her health she has
experienced ever since she
got her new desk.

“My back hurts less and I
have better circulation in my
legs,” Neufeld said. “I definitely feel less lethargic during the day. I really do like it.”
John Shannon, an exercise
physiologist at Memorial
Healthcare Systems, is such
a believer in the desks that
he is one of a growing number of healthcare workers
who use one in the form of a
rolling desk they roll from
patient to patient.
“A lot of major companies
are starting to encourage it,”
Shannon said. “Our body is
meant to be standing. We
adapted to be upright, after
all.”
Shannon’s lower back
pain has dissipated since he
began using a rolling standing desk, he said.
But those whose companies don’t encourage or allow standing desks have other options to stay active
while at work, he notes, such
as taking the stairs, standing
up every 30 minutes, trying
to get and up walk every
couple hours. And here’s
some ammunition one can
take to their employers to
push for a stand-up desk:
Standing increases the blood
flow not only to the legs but
to the brain, he says, leading
to higher energy level and
productivity.
Juan Ortega, Palm Beach
County editor for the SunSentinel, found Shannon’s
assessment rang true. He
started using a standing desk
in mid-2013 after starting to
experience back pain at age
34. He fashioned a $25 do-ityourself version he bought
at IKEA and just showed up
at work with it one day.
Since, then he has been
standing at work nearly all
the time, sitting just to read
an article or talk on the
phone.
“It took about two weeks
to get used to it,” Ortega said.
“At first, my legs were sore.
Now, I feel more energetic
and more alert. I think I’m
going to stick to it forever.”
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CYSTIC FIBROSIS

Exercise key to improving lungs of CF patients
BY LOLA DUFFORT
lola.duffort@gmail.com

New drugs and technologies have helped improve
the lives of cystic fibrosis
patients in recent years, but
one advancement is a return
to basics: More and more,
doctors are encouraging
exercise.
CF is a life-threatening
genetic disorder that creates
a build-up of mucus inside
the body. It affects about
30,000 people nationally,
and
about
70,000
worldwide.
Many organs are affected
by CF, but the lungs most severely, where that build-up
of mucus can make breathing difficult and foster infection. The most common
cause of death in CF patients
is respiratory failure, and the
median life expectancy now
hovers at about 40.
It’s that build-up of mucus inside the lungs that exercise targets directly.
“In recent years, there is
an increased recognition
that exercise — pretty much
any form of exercise, but especially cardiovascular exercise — is helping to clear
the lungs,” said Dr. Matthias
Salathe, the director of the
Cystic Fibrosis Center and
chief of the Division of Pulmonary, Allergy, Critical
Care and Sleep Medicine at
the University of Miami
Miller School of Medicine.
The movement and vibrations involved in exercise
help to break up and loosen
the mucus, as does the deeper breathing, according to
Salathe. Muscle strengthening and building exercises
are also typically recommended, he said, because
they’re linked to a stronger
immune system.
With research suggesting
that the salty mist helps liquefy the mucus, swimming
or surfing in the ocean is also recommended.
There haven’t been any
long-term studies done with
controls, which would de-

Resources
To find out more about
the Cystic Fibrosis Lifestyle Foundation, whether to volunteer, donate or
apply for a grant, visit
the website at
http://www.cflf.org/ or
call 802-310-5983.

/

END OF THE ROAD: Chris Nelson, left, and Brian Callanan after their 40-day bicycle ride from Calais, Maine,
to Key West, on Labor Day weekend, 2006. Biking strengthens Callanan’s lungs; he has Cystic Fibrosis.
termine how effective exercise is in improving the lives
of CF patients, Salathe said.
But the studies that have
been done, he said, concur
with growing anecdotal evidence from the CF community and its health workers
that exercise dramatically

helps.
Michele Diaz, a clinical
nurse manager at Regional
Memorial Hospital who has
worked with CF patients for
nearly 20 years, agrees. In
her experience, she said, patients who exercise “seem to
have a much better quality

of life and to live a lot longer
compared to certain individuals that come in and do not
exercise.”
Exercise helps maintain
bone mass, which CF patients more easily lose, and
also helps manage diabetes,
which often develops in CF

patients.
Both UM and Memorial
now incorporate tailored exercises into their treatment
plans for CF patients.
Brian Callanan believes
strongly in encouraging exercise in CF patients — in
fact, in 2003, he founded a

non-profit to help kids and
adults living with the disease help pay for the costs
associated with living an active lifestyle.
But for Callanan, who has
CF himself, exercise isn’t
just about “avoiding getting
sick.” It’s also about motivation and fulfillment.
“The paradigm of CF has
always been the poor sick
child that has a death sentence and may not live a full
long life,” he said. “We’re
hoping to transform that into CF as a reason to be active. To have this as a driving
force.”
Finally, for Callanan, it’s
about building friendships
and finding support
—something that’s particularly important for CF patients, who can’t interact
face-to-face with other CF
patients for fear of potentially life-threatening crosscontamination.
Skiing, hiking and cycling
have helped him tremendously, he said, but it was the
friendships he developed
doing those activities that
helped “in dealing with a lot
of the social and psychological challenges that come
along with a pretty involved
and complicated disease.”
In that vein, the Cystic Fibrosis Lifestyle Foundation
doesn’t just award grants directly to CF patients; in
some cases the foundation
will pay for a grant recipient’s friend to join them in
their activity, or help train a
CF patient’s chosen mentor
in the management of the
disease.
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FROM THE COVER

‘To me, exercise is like oxygen. You can’t live without it’
• EXERCISE, FROM 1HH
says Dr. Tony Musto, who
has a Ph.D. in exercise physiology and is director of fitness programs for UHealth
Fitness & Wellness Center
locations in Coral Gables
and Miami.
So the next time you visit
your doctor, he may not
only check your heart rate,
breathing rate, temperature
and blood pressure, but also
your exercise regimen.
After all, being active can
reduce your risk of colon
cancer by 30 to 40 percent
and breast cancer by 20 to
80 percent, according to the
National Cancer Institute.
And people who are physically inactive have a 30 to 50
percent greater chance of
developing high blood pressure, which is a major risk
factor for heart disease and
stroke, says Musto.
Because many doctors are
too busy or don’t know
enough about exercise to
suggest specific routines,
the EIM initiative encourages physicians to provide basic information and then re-

fer their patients to a trained
exercise professional.
Musto has been working
with members of UHealth,
the University of Miami’s
health system, to make this
process easier for doctors
who soon will be able to refer patients for exercise
through the university’s
central electronic chart
system.
Once the patient goes to
see a fitness expert such as
Musto, the type of exercise
that is prescribed depends
upon the individual. For example, a patient who is diabetic or obese and suffering
cardiovascular disease will
find that all types of exercise, including weight training, are important. But he
should focus on cardiovascular or aerobic exercise.
If the patient suffers the
loss of physical function
that comes with Parkinson’s
disease or multiple sclerosis, the exercise physiologist
might emphasize strength
and balance exercises.
“It really depends upon
the disease and condition,”
says Musto, who has his

own exercise regimen. “It
doesn’t have to be
complicated.”
Starting at about 6:30 a.m.,
he jogs for 30 to 40 minutes
three days a week on the
school campus. “I like to
work out in the morning
when there are no interruptions,” he says.
Two to three days a week,
he also does weight training
at the wellness center. He
spends about 30 minutes using machines or free
weights, depending on
what’s available.
“I mix it up. Your muscles
don’t know if you are using a
dumbbell, a barbell or a gallon of milk; they just know if
there’s resistance,” Musto
says.
On any weekday morning, Musto may bump into
Auguste.
“To me, exercise is like oxygen. You can’t live without
it. I never, never miss a day
unless I’m on vacation,” says
Auguste, who is a senior
central cancer registry specialist at UM’s Sylvester
Comprehensive Cancer
Center’s Florida Cancer Da-

ta System.
She starts her day at 4:30
a.m. with a glass of “green
juice.” She combines frozen
fruit, mango, pineapple, bananas, kale and coconut water with protein powder that
she blends into a smoothie.
“It gives me the energy I
need to work out,” she says.
By the time she drives 20
minutes to the fitness center, it’s 5:30 a.m. and she’s
ready for her first class of
the day.
“Exercise becomes second nature,” she says. “You
wake up in the morning and
you need to brush your
teeth, you need to pray and
then you get to the gym. For
me, it’s both spiritual and
physical working together,”
she adds.
Her morning class might
be cardio exercise, cycling,
yoga or resistance training
using weights or bands. By
7:30 a.m., she’s at work. But
she’s not done exercising.
At lunchtime she returns
to the wellness center
where she participates in Pilates or a variety of bodysculpting classes, including

one for the legs and butt.
At 5-foot-4 and 130
pounds, she reaps the benefits of her workouts. “I have
no health issues. None
whatsoever. I’m on nada. I
have never been on medications,” she says.
Plus she feels good. “I
look better now than I did 20
or 30 years ago, and I feel
like I’m a different person
than I was then,” she says.
Soler is another early riser, but he doesn’t need to set
his alarm to get up at 3:50
a.m. “My body is my alarm
clock,” he says. That’s when
he puts a pod in his coffeemaker and takes his vitamins before he hits the road.
At 4:15 a.m., he arrives at
the wellness center, where
he meets three friends.
When they started, these
men didn’t know each other.
But they met in the gym a little over a year ago and began
talking about fitness or spotting each other on weights.
Now they work together on
free weights, dumbbells and
the resistance machines to
harden up their arms and
legs.

Soler’s goal is to increase
his cardio capacity and raise
his endurance level. He also
wants to keep his cholesterol and blood pressure in
check. They were never
high, and he doesn’t have a
family history of problems,
but he wants to keep things
that way.
He also enjoys the way
weight-lifting makes him
feel. “I like the rush and the
pump. There’s no other feeling like it,” says Soler, who is
at his job servicing aircraft
at the Opa-locka Airport by
9 a.m.
On weekends, he doesn’t
slack off but bikes 60 to 100
miles in three to five hours.
It’s a routine that takes time
and dedication. And it’s not
for everybody.
Musto recommends you
start being active in childhood and maintain your activity throughout your
lifetime.
“Don’t wait until middle
age, when risk factors for
disease start to emerge and
your belly gets a little bigger.
By then, it’s crunch time,” he
says.

FITNESS

Best exercise: ‘one that gives you joy’
• WORKOUT, FROM 1HH
workout.”
Experts, like Yasky, suggest that we don’t need the
expensive gym membership. Rather, it’s about exercises that can be done anywhere and incorporate
functional fitness motions
of push, pull, hip rotation,
squats and planks.
The best exercise?
Some say the push-up
since it incorporates pushing and pulling, the plank
position and builds
strength. Yasky agrees but
takes a broader view.
“It’s one that gives you
joy,” she says. “It’s no different than food. We’re all a little hesitant about eating
new things, but if you
haven’t found the right exercise, you need to
explore.’’
Eating, too, can be simplified into five easy steps,
says Sheah Rarback, a registered dietitian at the University of Miami Miller
School of Medicine.
Hint: “More vegetables.”
And brain health? The
old do-a-crossword-puzzle
advice still applies, but why
not expand your horizons?
Here, then, are five tips
for keeping mind, body and
soul in peak condition.
EXERCISE
●
Warm-up
and
stretching.
The best warm-up mirrors the movement you are
going to do, Yasky says. If
your aim is a mile or two
walk around the neighborhood, start with a nice, relaxed stride for about eight
to 10 minutes. “Stretching
should never be done cold,”
she adds.
Stretching keeps the
body flexible to help ward
off injuries. Also, consider
stretching during periods
of inaction, such as when
you are driving or sitting at
work.
Contract your shoulder
blades together while at a
red light, for instance, to reduce stress and neck tension. Lengthen your legs
with toe and heel raises to
bring circulation back to
the calves when seated for
extended periods like in an
airplane.
Never sit for an eighthour workday. Get up at
least once an hour for short
walks, even if it’s just to the
water fountain.
● Cardiovascular
walking.
Maintain a relaxed
stance, soft knees, soft hips
and allow the feet to carry
your body forward. Allow
your arms to swing freely
and keep your head from
guiding your steps forward.
“Be conscious of soft and
quiet steps which will assure your hips and ankles
and knees are not going to
be hurt with too much
pounding. To increase the
cardiovascular portion,

you can always increase
the time spent walking or
the speed in which you
walk,” Yasky says.
● Lower
body
strength.
Chair squat. Sit on a
chair that is secure. (No
wheels.) Place the chair
against a surface like a wall
so that it will not slip or tip.
Place your heels directly
under your knees. Put your
hands on your legs, point
your toes slightly outward
and shift your weight to
your heels as you travel up
and down.
● Balance coordination and strength.
Increase your balance
and coordination by
lengthening the stride of
your walk, Yasky suggests,
and increase your strength
by lowering your body toward the ground by bending both knees simultaneously during the stride.
Make sure to place your
foot down securely before
going into the lunge position.
Step heel to toe, and your
knees must never pass
your toes to avoid knee
problems. Hips stay higher
than your knees when you
do lunges.
● Upper
body
strength, push-ups.
Yasky recommends a
modified push-up while
standing against a wall
rather than the traditional
plank
version
for
beginners.
Stand at arms’ length before a wall free of obstructions. Place your hands
slightly wider than your
shoulders with head and
shoulders back and away
from the wall. Take one
step back while maintaining body line and position.
Bend the elbows and, as
you push away, contract
your shoulder blades together. Knees and hands
are soft and the intensity
can be increased by the
speed in which you approach the wall.
This exercise incorporates the much desired
push and pull movements
common to functional fitness, such as carrying groceries, pushing a baby carriage or wheelchair and
other daily activities.
NUTRITION
● Mindfulness.
“My No. 1 is really paying
attention to what you are
eating — people call it
mindfulness,” Rarback
says. “Ask: ‘Am I really hungry or bored or anxious?’
And if you are anxious then
there are things better than
eating that might relieve
that anxiety. Maybe deep
breathing, exercising, listening to music.
“Eating as a boredom reliever is where people get
into trouble,” she says.
Turn off the TV, smart
phones and tablets while
eating. “Food should taste

WALKING: Faby
Yasky gets
started by
walking, which
boosts your
cardiovascular
system.

WORKS
WITH
WEIGHTS:
Yasky
shows her
technique
to warm
up and
stretch
before
the rest
of a
workout.

WALL PUSH-UPS:
Yasky
develops
upper body
strength by
pressing on
the wall to do
push-ups.

STEP BY STEP:
Yasky shows
balance,
coordination
and strength
exercises by
doing walking
lunges.
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good and some people are
eating so fast they are not
even tasting the food,” Rarback says.
Good point, because it
takes some 20 minutes for
the brain to signal satiety
that gets us to feel full and
stop eating.
● Eat at home.
“A study just came out in
the Journal of Public
Health and Nutrition that
said people who eat out eat
an extra 200 calories,” Rarback says.
“When you eat out you
are getting more sodium,
sugar and more saturated
fat. And cooking is so much
easier now because everything is online.
“If you don’t know how
to cook, there are YouTube
videos and even recipes on
AllRecipes.Com that come
with a video showing you
how to do it step by step,”
Rarback says.
● Reduce inflammation.
The root cause of people’s health problems that
cause chronic disease is inflammation. Eat more antiinflammatory foods high in
Omega-3 fatty acids like
wild salmon (avoid farmraised fish as these lack the
desired nutrients), and sardines, which are an inexpensive addition to salads
and sandwiches. Non-fish
anti-inflammatory foods
include flaxseeds, walnuts.
● Eat your veggies.
“Eat more vegetables.
We’re just not making it,”
says Rarback, who will often ask her medical students how many of them
are getting the required
three to four servings of
vegetables daily. “I never
get a big show of hands.”
Vegetables, fresh and
frozen, provide essential
vitamins, minerals, phytonutrients. If you look at the
USDA’s ChooseMyPlate
.gov graphic, the recommended plate is half filled
with fruits and vegetables,
she notes.
Throw in a handful of
bell peppers, spinach or tomatoes if making eggs in
the morning. Want to
snack? Swap that energy
bar (too much sugar) for
some celery with hummus.
● Redo your kitchen.
No, this tip doesn’t require a $30,000 remodeling
job on the most popular
room in your home. Rather,
“this is about looking at
your kitchen,” Rarback
says. “Is it making eating
healthy easier? You want to
make it easy.”
Instead of keeping cereal
or crackers or cookies on
the countertops, substitute
a bowl of mandarin oranges or strawberries,
which are in season.
Take the foods that are
high in sugar out of sight —
and preferably out of the

house. Sugar is one of the
root causes for many diseases, and sugar is lurking
in so many places.
“Set your house up for
healthy eating. When you
open your fridge, have baby carrots and hummus
bagged up and food cut up”
and ready to eat. “Don’t go
through the soda to get to
the sparkling water.”
BRAIN HEALTH
●
Rest, exercise,
nutrition.
“Take care of your body
and get enough rest and eat
well,” Bhandari says.
Sleep deprivation causes
stress, high blood pressure,
weight gain and other ailments. Eat more fruits and
vegetables and good
healthy fats. Exercise. “Exercise increases blood flow
to the brain and reaches
parts of the brain for memory,” she says.
● Mindful living.
Meditate. Mindful living
is basically living in awareness, in the moment, Bhandari says.
“Meditation increases
focus and the ability to
concentrate, hence, brain
health.”
● Challenge your brain
Give your brain something to do to help it develop new connections, new
wiring. Try a new hobby,
learn to cook or cook
something you never have
made before. Read a new
book or, if you have vision
problems, listen to an
audiobook.
Learn a new language,
do the oft-recommended
crossword and puzzles,
find a new skill. Travel.
“There’s nothing like
travel as it opens your
mind to new cultures and
horizons. Give your brain
new things to digest; challenge it with new thought,”
Bhandari says.
● Socialize.
“Man is a social animal
and we all need to have aspects of socialization,”
Bhandari says. “Find
friends that are like-minded and do things together,
and find happiness in that.”
● Declutter your life.
Organization matters. A
messy environment suggests a scatterbrain.
Keep it simple. Declutter
your life. Get rid of things
you don’t need, Bhandari
says.
As you challenge your
brain in new ways “you
don’t want to encumber
your brain with unnecessary information so that
your brain is free to embrace new things.”
Keep a planner. Make
lists. “Some people don’t
make a list but the brain is
finite, not infinite for most
average people. Prioritize.”

Follow @HowardCohen
on Twitter.
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Apps help to monitor diets, exercise routines
• FITNESS APPS, FROM 1HH
plateaued,” said Ceballos,
who teaches about 12 classes
a week. “And that’s when I
started to realize unless I
changed my eating habits I
wasn’t going to lose any
further. That’s when MyFitnessPal came along and
helped me.”
The app keeps track of the
nutritional value of about
four million food items
while also tracking a user’s
exercise. It has the option to
sync with 60 other apps like
Fitbit Tracker, MapMyFitness and Garmin Connect.
Here then are our picks
for the best nutrition and fitness apps.
STRAVA
Michael Horvath and
Mark Gainey had one goal
when they developed the
GPS tracking fitness app
Strava in 2009 — to connect
friends through fitness.
“Strava was founded on
the principle of being able to
share your workouts and
keep in touch with friends,”
said Michael Oldenburg, senior communications manager at Strava.
By tracking running and
cycling activities, the app
shows users a map of exactly
where they went during
their workout and what
they’ve accomplished.
Their progress can then be
viewed by friends who can
comment and reward them
with virtual high fives.
With more than a million
active members, Strava users have traveled 1.74 billion
miles and climbed 95.4 billion feet — the equivalent of
scaling Mount Everest three
million times.
FITOCRACY
Working out is very similar to leveling up in a video
game.
At least that’s what two
self proclaimed “fitness
geeks” thought when they

came up with the original
concept of Fitocracy, a
coaching app that builds different workout routines for
their users.
“It’s very similar in terms
of the mechanics where
you’re putting in the effort,
taking on multiply challenges and seeing yourself improve as a result,” said Brian
Wang, co-founder and CEO
of Fitocracy.
They wanted to gamify
the workout experience by
implementing a point system and allow users to take
part in challenges and
quests.
Over the years, the app
has evolved into a personal
coaching platform. Users
can hire an online professional personal trainer that
personalizes workout and
nutrition plans, offers feedback and analysis and motivates.
“Guidance and support
are really, really critical for
the success and positive outcomes,” said Wang, who became interested in fitness
when he realized that playing video games in high
school turned him into a
“skinny nerd.”

/

FITOCRACY: A workout app that gives users different
routines and provides online personal trainers.

when to begin another set.
“Jefit follows you through
each exercise as you progress through a workout,”
said Rogo. “It helps new
people get into the workout
or helps experienced people
JEFIT
keep track and see new proStarting a workout plan gress goals.”
may be intimidating for maFOODUCATE
ny people.
Fooducate, an extensive
That’s where Jefit, a workdatabase of food and calorie
out tracker, comes in.
“Essentially our applica- counts, is a website and app
tion is a personal trainer in that aims to improve the
your pocket,” said Robert health of people through
Rogo, a developer for the knowledge.
The app has helped milapp.
The app, which was de- lions of people learn what’s
veloped four years ago, has really in their food and lose
an extensive database of ex- weight by tracking the quality of their calories.
ercises and routines.
Users can enter or scan
More than two million users created a free profile and the bar code on food found
then were given a basic on store shelves and fooduworkout routine where they cate will grade the item
entered their reps and how based on an algorithms developed by nutrition profesmany sets they’ve done.
The app also tracks the sionals and dietitians. The
resting time between each grade is based on the conrep, letting users know cept of nutrient density of

foods.
The more nutrient dense
a food is, the better it is for
you. (Think foods with fiber
and
complex
carbohydrates.)
WATERLOGGED,
WATERLOG, WATER
YOUR BODY, HYDRO
COACH AND DAILY
WATER

same route can be a drag, especially for those new to the
sport, but with an app like
Zombies, Run! workouts become a means of survival.
In this app, runners turn
their route into a post-apocalyptic survival audio adventure game where they
can escape zombies and join
other online heroes.
As runners begin their
trek, the app takes control of
the phone’s sound and introduces them to the game’s
story. During set intervals,
the app alerts players they
are being chased by zombies
and then they must increase
their running speed to avoid
being captured.
“I always wanted to make
a running game for a long
time,” said Adrian Hon, cofounder and CEO of Six to
Start, who noticed there
weren’t a lot of running
games for mobile phones at
the time.
“I found that to be a bit
strange.”
Hon set out to change that
by developing Zombies,
Run! Today, the zombie simulator has sold more than
one million copies and has
40 million kilometers
tracked, which is equivalent
to running around the world
1,000 times.
STRONG

Keeping track of weight,
sets and reps is an annoying
task for gym-goers but with
the iOS app, Strong, tracking
becomes effortless.
The app takes simplicity
to another level by giving
users the ability to create
easy custom workout plans
that can be archived and repeated at a finger’s touch.
After logging a workout,
the app records the information and stores it until the
exercise is repeated, where
it then displays next to the
current session.
Strong also categorizes
ZOMBIES, RUN!
users’ data into a detailed
Sometimes running the list that makes beating a perDrinking the right
amount of water is essential
to health, but many people
don’t drink enough water
while others drink too much
water. Water-tracking apps
can solve that problem.
There are a number of
apps for tracking water
available on the iTunes store
or the Android play store.
Most of them allow users
to set alerts or goals and
have good graphics to show
visually if users are hydrating themselves properly.

sonal record visual.
MAPMYFITNESS
MapMyFitness is a comprehensive activity tracker
that allows users the ability
to log more than 600 workouts, including running, cycling and hiking.
The app uses the built-in
GPS on mobile phones to
track, graph and compare
the user’s activity. The fitness tracker also utilizes social media, allowing users to
share and compare their
progress with friends and
online leaderboards in
hopes of earning virtual
achievements.
It also integrates with various apps and tracking devices like MyFitnessPal, FitBit and Nike, giving users
the ability to monitor heart
rate, sleep patterns and nutrition.
MapMyFitness is free to
download, but some content is locked out for those
who have not subscribed to
the app’s “MVP” $5.99 a
month or $29.99 a year
service.
NIKE + RUNNING GPS
For those who enjoy a
friendly competition, the
Nike+ Running GPS app is
perfect. Like many GPS
trackers, the app allows people to track running routes,
distance, pace, time and
calories.
Users can receive personalized coaching and realtime audio feedback.
But what makes it fun for
many users is the ability to
compete with friends or
other users on the Nike
leaderboard, a scoreboard
showing which users ran the
most miles.
The app also gives users
the ability to attach photos
and share them across social
media channels. Users take
photos, attach their stats or
which route they took and
use a popular hashtag that
Nike suggests.

